Unit 3 Learning Targets

Cellular Structures & Functions
1. I can identify and discuss the differences between prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells. (SB 4a)
 I can explain the key structures & functions or prokaryotic and
eukaryotic cells when given a graphic
 Graphic: (gif, picture, diagram, video, figure, chart, table, sketch, clip-art, etc…)

 I can identify if a given cell is prokaryotic or eukaryotic
 I understand that All living cells include the following.





Cell Membrane
Cytoplasm (not referred to in image)
Ribosomes
Genetic Material (Nucleic Acids)

2. Cells are the fundamental unit of structure & function for life. (SB 1a)
 I can discuss the three Main Ideas of cell theory


ALL organisms are made of either one or more cells




The cell is the basic unit of organization for living things
ALL cells come from preexisting cells.

 They are referred to as being single celled or multicellular.

 I can identify and discuss Eukaryotic Cells as Plant or
Animal Cells.


Given a graphic I can classify it as a Plant or Animal.






(gif, diagram, picture, video, figure, chart, table, sketch, clip-art, etc…)

Common Structures & Functions
Structures & Functions unique to Plant Cells
Structures & Functions unique to Animal Cells.

3. I can identify and describe the structure and

function of the following cell organelles: (SB 1a)
















Cell Wall
Chloroplasts
Chromatin
Cytoplasm
Cytoskeleton
Golgi Apparatus
Mitochondria
Nuclear Membrane
Nucleolus
Nucleus
Plasma Membrane
Ribosomes
Rough Endoplasmic Reticulum
Smooth Endoplasmic Reticulum
Vacuoles

4. I can distinguish between Passive and Active Transport (SB 1d)
 I understand and can discuss the passive forms of
transport.
 I understand passive transport does NOT require energy
 Passive transport = High (more) to Low (less)
 Includes diffusion, facilitated diffusion and osmosis
 I can refer to intra/extra cellular environments as being
hypotonic, hypertonic or isotonic to each other

 I understand and can discuss the active forms of transport.







active transport REQUIRES ENERGY.
High  Low…. Or ….Low  High
Endocytosis & Exocytosis
Vesicle (S & F) .
Motor Proteins (S & F) .
Cytoskeleton (S & F) .

 I can interpret and discuss graphics of cellular
transport.

 (gif, diagram, picture, video, figure, chart, table, sketch,
clip-art, etc…)

